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much the ships - it's the sea and sky, the captur
ing of a whole atmosphere."
As symbols of freedom, sea and sky have cap
tured Sterkenburg's imagination exclusively for
five years, and although he has attempted no
other subject in that time, his corpus of paintings
is nonetheless varied, testament to his ability to
observe, appreciate and record the innumerable
faces of the ocean. lt is also as if he is on some
kind of inner quest, turning out superb canvas
after canvas of discant horizons as a katharsis for
the soul. Obvious influences include Mesdag,
the nineteenth century master painter of sea

rienced had he been a painter simply of ships. He
is not. The genius of his work lies in presenting
the eye with a swirling and romantic tableau of
sea, ship and sky. The emotiveness lies in the use
of light and the rendering of every hue, mood and
aspect of water and air. Nautical enthusiasts
admire Sterkenburg's depiction of historical ves
sels ( the works are exact, weeks of research are
spent in discovering every detail of rigging, port
hole and mast), but Sterkenburg is more moved

scapes whose studios in the Hague became the
foundation of the Netherland's first modern art
museum. But Sterkenburg also sits sqauarely in
the maritime tradition of much Dutch painting,
and his work descends in a direct line from the
abundant seventeenth and eighteenth century
nautical canvases that hang on the walls of
Amsterdam's Rijks- and Scheepvaart (maritime)
museums.

again at his canvases.

Pressure of commissions has meant that
Sterkenburg, until now, has not been able to
arrange a solo overseas exhibition. However, the

"The painting of sea and sky is a universal theme.

interest of Ton van der Werf, KLM's general
manager for Hongkong, has resulted in the

The subject is always there if I just look out of my
window. What I like painting most is not so

Dutch airline organizing the artist's first interna
tional showing. Fittingly, it is to be held in The

by the elements, and it is this that makes you look

Top: Star Ferry,
Hongkong, 70cm x 120cm.

Right: Dutch Coastal Barges
on the Zuiderzee, 50cm x 70cm.
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